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Abstract 
A BAYESIAN META-ANALYSIS 
USING THE GIBBS SAMPLER 
by Shannon Marie Fair 
Chairperson of the Supervisory Cornmittee:Professor Dr. Y ong Hee Kim 
Department of Mathematics and Statistics 
A meta-analysis is the combination of results from several similar studies, 
conducted by different scientists, in order to arrive at a single, overall conclusion. 
Unlike common experimental procedures, the data used in a meta-analysis 
happen to be the descriptive statistics from the distinct individual studies. 
In this thesis, we will consider two regression studies performed by two scientists. 
These studies have one common dependent variable, Y, and one or more 
independent common variables, X. A regression of Y on X with other 
independent variables is carried out on both studies. We will estimate the 
regression coefficients of X meta-analytically. After combining the two studies, 
we will derive a single regression model. There will be observations that one 
scientist witnesses and the other does not. The missing observations are 
considered parameters and are estimated using a method called Gibbs sampling. 
VI 
Chapter 1 
1.1 INTRODUCTION 
In recent years, Meta-analysis has become a popular research method used to 
analyze several topics in education, psychology, and other medical areas. The 
studies performed in these fields are in some way related to each other. Meta-
analysis is to combine the results from several similar studies, conducted by 
different scientists, in order to arrive at a single, overall conclusion. 
Unlike traditional experimental procedures, the data used in Meta-analysis happen 
to be the surnrnaIY statistics from the different individual studies. In general, the 
statistical combination of the outcomes of two or more independent studies is 
called a Meta-analysis (Ghamsary, 1997). Meta-analysis involves enormous 
literature reviews and comprehensive examinations of the individual results from 
the independent experiments. 
In this thesis, we will consider two regression studies performed by two scientists. 
These studies have one common dependent variable, Y, and one or more 
common independent variables, X. A regression of Y on X with other 
independent variables is carried out on both studies. We will estimate the 
regression coefficients of X meta-analytically. After combining the two studies, 
we will derive a single regression model. There will be observations that one 
scientist witnesses and the other does not. The missing observations are 
considered parameters and are estimated using a method called Gibbs sampling. 
This will be discussed in more detail later. 
1.2 OBJECTIVE 
Consider the two scientists that both observe Y, the dependent variable, and X, 
the independent variable. In addition, scientist 1 observes independent variable 
V and not W, while scientist 2 observes independent variable Wand not V. 
There are two different cases that will be considered in this thesis. They are as 
follows: 
1. Scientist 1 observes (Y, X, V), scientist 2 observes (Y, X, W), where Y, 
V, and Ware continuous random variables and X is a binary random 
variable. 
2. Scientist 1 observes (Y, Xl' X2 , V), scientist 2 observes (Y, Xl' X2, W), 
where Y, Xu V, and Ware continuous random variables, and X 2 is a 
binary random variable. 
We will use a Bayesian Meta-analysis to combine the data, run a regression model 
of Y on X, V, and W, and estimate the regression coefficients with the Gibbs 
sampler. 
2 
Chapter 2 
2.1 LITERATURE REVIEW 
It is believed by some people that the concept of meta-analysis has been around 
since the early 1800's (Stigler, 1986). By the 1900's, more and more scientists 
became interested in combining results from individual studies. It was not until 
1976 that Gene Glass gave this topic a name: Meta-analysis. 
Glass recommended that the use of "effect sizes" to compare the different 
studies. He defined effect size to be a standardization of the treatment effect 
minus the control effect. For more on the classical methods of meta-analysis, see 
the following useful books: Hunter et al. (1982), Glass et al. (1981), and Hedges 
and Olkin (1985). 
Gilbert, McPeek, and Mosteller (1977) were the first few to suggest that a 
Bayesian approach was appropriate for meta-analysis. This same approach was 
used by Raudenbush and Bryk (1992), Morris and Normand (1992), and Louis 
and Zelterman (1994). DuMouchel (1994) used several hierarchical Bayesian 
methods to combine the effects. 
Lindley and Press (1995) used a linear regression model in their Bayesian meta-
analysis. Mahmood Ghamsary's dissertation was based in part on the techniques 
of Lindley and Press (1995). Lindley and Press used backward regression to 
estimate the missing data, while Ghamsary used the Gibbs sampler. This thesis is 
based on Ghamsary's methods and procedures. 
3 
2.2 BAYESIAN STATISTICS 
Bayesian statistics take into account any prior knowledge of the experiment 
that the scientist has. Our two scientists have observed the data Yt and Yz from 
L (YI' Yz ~), and both are interested in a common parameter, t. Bayes'theorem 
for continuous distributions is the following: 
The posterior density for t is given by 
(1.1) 
where L is the likelihood function and p(t) is the prior density of t. 
Thus, posterior density oc likelihood x prior density, 
(1.2) 
or (1.3) 
since Yt and Yz are independent. 
If we take L(Yllt )p(t) as the kernel of the posterior density for the first 
scientist, then this can be thought of as the prior density for the second scientist 
(Ghamsary, 1997). 
In Mahmood Ghamsary's dissertation on Bayesian Meta-analysis (1997), he states 
the following on the Bayesian approach to this situation: 
4 
., . We know that the likelihood function relates the distribution of the 
sample statistics to one or more unknown parameters.... a parametric 
statistical model is constructed to relate the parameters from the separate 
studies to each other .... when we combine the two scientists' data we will 
have some missing observations. The missing observations are considered 
as additional parameters. These make sense in a Bayesian formulation, 
since the parameters are not just fixed unknown constants, but they are 
random variables. Furthermore in Bayesian computations, the parameters 
of interest are estimated from a posterior distribution; which is a 
conditional probability based on the given data. This is why the Bayesian 
approach is being used to estimate missing observations, since the 
posteriors of the missing observations are conditioned on other scientists' 
data. 
The missing observations, parameters, are estimated using Gibbs sampling. To 
understand the Gibbs sampling technique, we will take a look at one of our 
scientists. Suppose scientist 1 observes Xi but not Vi' and let {Yi = (xi' VJ, 
i=l, ... ,n}. Using the observed data, we want to know more about 'to We can use 
the following: 
(1.4) 
where X=(xl>'" ,xJ and V=(vt ,. •• ,vJ. Assuming we know the distribution of V, 
we can get samples "P), ... ,Jm) from p(VI X). According to Ghamsary (1997), we 
can approximate the posterior distribution of 't by 
(1.5) 
5 
2.3 THE GIBBS SAMPLER 
Gibbs sampling has become increasingly more popular due to its simplicity and 
adaptability. The following is according to Ghamsruy (1997): 
The Gibbs sampler technique easily deals with this nussmg data 
problem. However, the objective of our analysis is to estimate the 
common coefficient(s) meta-analytically through Gibbs sampling. Missing 
data are regarded as additional parameters, to be updated at each iteration 
of the Gibbs sampler in the same way as all the other parameters. Thus the 
Gibbs sampler can be thought of here as imputing a missing value for each 
missing observation at each iteration, and then updating the original 
parameters in the usual way, conditioning on the imputed values. 
The algorithm for the Gibbs sampler is very straightforward Tanner (1993) 
describes the process as follows: 
G· th . . fie (0) e (0) e (0») hi al ·thm· h Iven e startIng pomt ~ 1 , 2 , ••• , d ,t s gon Iterates t e 
following loop: 
S I e (i+I) f fie b (i) e (i) Y) a. ampe I rom P~ 11'2 , ••• , d , 
d S I e (i+I) f fie b (i+I) e (i+I) Y) h . 0 1 2 d e (i) . ampe d rom PI:. di'"'1 , ... , d-I' ,w eret=" , .... an .i 
denotes the jth parameter on the ith iteration. 
6 
Th 8 (0) 8 (I) 8 (I) aliza . f M k h . h e vectors , , ... , , ... are a re tlon 0 a ar ov c am, were 
- - -
8 (i) = C8?) ,8~i) , ... ). According to Tanner (1993), two results follow from the 
Gibbs sampler: 
1. The joint distribution of C8?) , ... ,8 ~i)) converges geometrically to 
1 1 
2. - L/C8 J a.s.) flC8 )pC8 IY)dvC8) , as t ~ 00. 
t ;=1 
For assessing convergence, refer to page 93 of Gharnsary (1997). 
7 
Chapter 3 
3.1 TWO SCIENTISTS WITH ONE COMMON BINARY VARIABLE 
In this segment, we will analyze the situation in which scientist 1 and scientist 2 
both observe a continuous variable Yand a binaty variable X. In addition, 
scientist 1 observes continuous variable W, and scientist 2 observes continuous 
variable V Scientist 1 observes (Y, X, W) n1 times and runs a conditional 
regression Y on (X, W). Scientist 2 observes (Y, X, V) nz times and runs a 
conditional regression Y on (X, V). The data of size n1 + nz (Y, X, W, V) 5 
obtained by combining the two scientists' data. However, scientist 1 did not 
observe V and scientist 2 did not observe W We will call these missing 
observations v and w, respectively. These missing values are considered 
parameters that need to be estimated in the Gibbs sampler. Thus, scientist 1 has 
the data [(Yl)/l xp(xl)n xp(w)1l xp(17)11 Xl] and scientist 2 has the data 
1 I I I n, x4 
[(y ) (X ) (w) (v)] Consider now running a regression on z /l21XP 2 "2 xP "2 XP /l2 xl "2 x4 · 
the above data. 
Model 
We will use Ghamsaty's (1997) Bayesian meta-analysis regression model in which 
the missing observations are estimated using the Gibbs sampler instead of the 
backwards regression used by Lindley & Press (1995). The assumption is made 
that the regressors v and w are jointly normal with mean vector !J-2xl and 
variance-covariance matrix L2x2 • 
8 
It is assumed that the vector of observations can be written as follows: 
where U, y, and error terms Ui are defined in (3.2). 
Likelihood 
(3.1) 
1 YI 
1 
Y2 
, i= 1,2 , Y 4xl = 
Y3 
Y4 
(3.2) 
Since all ui -N (0, a~, we have that y - N (Uy, cr2In) from equation (3.1). Thus, 
the joint probability density function for y, given U, y, and a 2, is 
or if A = (y - Uy )' (y - Uy ) , 
(3.3) 
9 
Now, U can be rewritten as the following: 
~) = U observed + U mis sin g , 
(
en 
where U - I observed - e 
n2 
; ~) is the observed part of the design matrix, 
(
0 0 0 v) 
and U missing = 0 0 w 0 is the missing part ofthe design matrix. 
Substituting U into A, we obtain A = [Y - (Uobs + U mis)Y ]'[y - (Uobs + U mis)Y ]. 
Rearranging the above product produces the following: 
A = (y - U obs Y )' (y - U obs Y ) + [Y , U mis' U mis Y - 2(y - U obs Y )' U mis Y ] . 
(3.4) 
so A = (y - UobsY)' (y - UobsY) + g(V, w) = AI + g(V, W) . 
Note that g(V, w) is a quadratic equation in terms of v and w. 
10 
Also note that 
YI 
U .. Y = ( ~ ~ ~ ~) ~: = (~ :) 
Y4 
YI 
W OJ Y2 =(Ylen l +X1Y2 +WY3J. ° V Y3 Ylen2+X2Y2+VY4 
Y4 
Thus, 
g(V, w) = [(U misY)' U misY - 2(y - UobsY)' U misY ], 
, 
where (U )'(U ) (vy 4) (vy 4) ,~,~ ,~, ~ 
misY misY = Wy 3 Wy 3 = Y 4 V vy 4 +Y 3 W wy 3' 
nl n2 
or (UmisY)' (UmisY) = LY ~V;2 + LY ;w}. Let us define the following: 
i=1 j=1 
KI =YI -(Ylen, +X1Y2 +WY3) and K2 =Y2 -(Y1en2 +X2Y2 +VY4)· 
Therefore, 
- 2(y - U ob,Y )'(U .. y) = -2(y -Uo"Y )'(~:) = 
nl n2 
- 2y 4 v'KI - 2y /w' K2 = -2Ikliy 4 Vi - 2Ik2iy 3 Wj , 
i=1 j=1 
11 
where kli is the ith row of K1, and k2j is the jth row of K2• Therefore, after 
substituting the above into equation (3.4) we obtain the following: 
(3.5) 
Priors 
Assuming that y, a2, V , and ware independent, we know that 
p(y ,a 2, v, w) = p(y )p(a 2 )p(v)p(w) . (3.6) 
If we use non-infonnative, or vague, priors for y and a2, we obtain 
2 1 
p(y)p(a ) ex:: -2 . 
a 
(3.7) 
Observe that Vi are the rows of v and Wj are the rows of w. Also, if we 
i.i.d U.d 2 
assume that Vi - N().tpa 12) and Wj - N().t2 ,a 2 ) where ).tP).t2 ,a 12, and 
a i are known, then let us define n = ().t1,).t2 ,a 12 ,a i). Therefore, 
and 
Consequently, replacing parts of equation (3.6) gives us the following: 
12 
2 __ ) 1 
p(y,cr ,v, w OC:-
2 cr 
(3.8) 
J oint Posterior 
We can use Bayes' theorem to say 
p(v, w,Y ,cr 2Iy,U,Q) oc p(Ylv, w,y ,cr 2 ,U,Q)p(v, w,y ,cr 21Q) (3.9) 
After substituting (3.5) and (3.8) into (3.9), we get the joint posterior 
p(v,w,y,cr2Iy,U,Q)oc: 1 ~exp{- 2~2 (y-Uy)'(y-Uy)} 
(cr 2)2 
x-
2 
xexp ~ L(vi -illY xexp ~ L(wj -1l2)2 . (3.10) 1 {I nl } {I "2 } 
cr 2cr I i=1 2cr 2 j=1 
Equation (3.10) then becomes the following after a little rearranging: 
p(v, w,y ,cr 2Iy,U,Q) oc 
xexp ~ 2:(~ - illY xexp ~ 2:(wj - 1l2)2 . { I nl } {I n
2 
} 
2cr I i=1 2cr 2 j=l 
(3.11) 
13 
Now, let A = --2 L..J Vi - III + --2 I Wi - 112 +--2 g(V, w). { -1 ~ (~ )2} {-I n2 (~ )2} -1 ~ ~ ~I~ ~2N ~ 
This equation has all of the lTIlssmg data that was m the joint posterior. 
Substituting A into (3.11) obtains the following: 
p(v, w,y ,0" 2Iy,U,Q) ex: 
1 n exp{-~ [(y - U obs Y )' (y - U obs Y ) + A ]1. 
2 -+1 20" ~ 
(0" ) 2 
Now, A can be rearranged by combining like terms. Thus, 
A = t[(Y ~ +--;-)v/ _2(kli~ 4 +~)~] 
.=1 0" 0" 1 0" 0" I 
(3.12) 
Completing the square gives us 
~ nJ [(V _ v· ) 2 ] n2 [( w. - w· ) 2 ] 
A = I i .2 + ~ ./ .2 + constant, 
.=1 0" I ./=1 0" 2 
h • (.2)(k liY4 Ill) d w ere Vi = 0" I -2-+-2 an 
0" 0"1 ( 
2 ]-1 .2 Y 4 1 
0"1 = -2 +-2 ,and 
0" 0" I 
14 
h • (.2)(k2i
Y 
3 112 J d w ere Wi = 0" I _0_
2
-+-
2 
an 
o 0" 0"2 
Consequently, 
the joint posterior density is now the following: 
p(v, w,y ,0" 2Iy,U,Q) oc 
Conditional Posteriors 
Because y, U, and Q are fixed and known, the joint posterior density of our 
parameters given the latter three elements (I.e. p(V,w,y,0"2Iy,U,Q)) is 
considered a conditional density under Bayesian ideology (Ghamsary, 1997). 
Hence, 
( ~ ~ 21 U Q) 
( I~ ~ 2 U 1"'\) _ p Y , v, w,O" y, , hi h' Ii p Y v, W, 0" , y, , :!,,/; - f ,w c unp es 
9l4P(Y, v, w,O" 2Iy ,U,Q)dy 
p(ylv, w,O" 2 ,y,U,Q) oc p(y, v, W,O" 2Iy ,U,Q) since the denominator is 
a constant. Conditional densities for each unknown parameter can be figured out 
by this approach. We will use these conditional densities in the Gibbs sampler to 
15 
estimate the missing data. Thus, there are (n
J 
+ nz + 4 + 1) unknowns (t.e. 
V
nIX
!' W
n2X
!' Y 4xJ ,0" 2). So the conditional posterior density of v is given below: 
However, since v and w are conditionally independent, we get that 
This becomes the following after integration and simplification: 
Hence, p(v~, 0" z ,y, U obs , Q) is multivariate normal with mean vector v· and 
The conditional posterior density function of "IV is also multivariate nonnal; 
Thus, (w.i~,cr Z ,y,Uobs,Q)i!:.,d N(w;,cr ;2), Vj = 1, ... ,nz . Now we will find the 
conditional density of cr 2 • 
16 
Note that 
( 21~ ~ U r'I.) _ p(y,v,w,0-2Iy,Uobs ,Q) po-v, W,Y ,y, obs';),.!. - 00 
fp(y, V, w,o- 2ly,Uobs ,Q)do- 2 
o 
After substituting (3.10) into the above and integrating, we get 
p(0-2Iv ,w,y,y,Uobs ,Q) oc 1 n exp{-~(y-uy)'(Y-UY)}' 
2 -+1 20-
(0- ) 2 
or p(0-2Iv,w,y,y,Uobs,Q) oc 1 n exp{-~A} ,where 
2 -+1 20-
(0- ) 2 
A = (y - Uy )' (y - Uy ) . 
Hence, (0- 21v, w, y ,y, U obs ' Q) is distributed as an inverted garruna with the 
n A 1 
Parameters - and _. - follows a gamma distribution. The conditional 2 2' 0- 2 
density for y is given below: 
~ I~ ~ 2 U r'I.)_ p(y,v,w,0-2Iy,Uobs ,Q) (3.14) 
p\yv,w,o- ,y, obs';),.!. -f . ~1"1 p(y, v, w,o- 2ly,Uobs ,Q)dy 
17 
Remember the following from (3.11): 
p(v, w,y ,cr 2Iy,U,Q) oc 
Substituting the above into equation (3.14) and integrating, we obtain 
p(ylv,w,cr 2 ,y,Uobs ,Q)oc 1 n exp{-~[(y-UY)'(Y-UY)]}. - 2cr 
(cr 2)2 
We can rewrite (y-Uy)'(y-Uy)as [y-Ui-U(y -i)]'[y-Ui-U(y -i)]' 
Which equals (y - Ui)'(y - Ui) + (y -i),(U'U)(y -i), where 
i = (U'Ur1U'y is the least-squares estimate [see, e.g. Ghamsary(1997, p.30)]. 
Now we can rearrange and substitute in the aforementioned conditional density 
and acquire the subsequent proportion: 
Thus, (y lv, W,cr 2 ,y,Uobs ,Q) is multivariate normal with mean vector 
i = (U'U)-l U'y and covariance matrix cr 2(U'U)-I. 
18 
These full conditional distributions for each parameter are needed to implement 
the Gibbs sampler. The full conditional distributions are given below: 
(3.15) 
(3.16) 
(3.17) 
(3.18) 
19 
3.2 TWO SCIENTISTS WITH ONE COMMON BINARY 
VARIABLE AND ONE COMMON CONTINUOUS VARIABLE 
In this section we will analyze the situation in which scientist 1 and scientist 2 
both observe a continuous variable Y , a binary- variable Xl! and a continuous 
variable X2• In addition, scientist 1 observes continuous variable W, and scientist 
2 observes continuous variable V. Scientist 1 observes (Y, Xl' X2, W) n l limes 
and runs a conditional regression Yon (Xl! X2, W). Scientist 2 observes (Y, Xl! 
X2, V) n2 times and runs a conditional regression Yon (Xl' X2, V). The data of 
size nl+nz (Y, Xl' X2, W, V) is obtained by combining the two scientists' data. 
Like section 3.1, scientist 1 did not observe V and scientist 2 did not observe W 
We will again call these missing observations v and w, respectively. Therefore, 
scientist 1 has the data l(Yl) n xl' (XII)" xl' (X21 ) n xl' (w) n xl' (v) n xl J and 1 1 1 1 1 nlxS 
scientist 2 has the data l(yz) n2 xl' (X12 ) "2 xl' (X ZZ ) "2 xl' (w) "2 xl' (V) "2xl L
2
xs . 
Consider, as before, running a regression on the above data. 
Model 
The model is the same as in the previous section. The assumption is made that 
the regressors v and w are jointly normal with mean vector !lZxl and variance-
covariance matrix L zxz . Again, it is assumed that the vector of observations can 
be written as 
(Y"xlIU,y ,cr z)= U"xsy Sxl + unx1 , (3.19) 
where U, y, and error terms Ui are defined in (3.20). In this section Xl is assumed 
to be normal, while X 2 is the binary variable. 
20 
1 YI 
[e" XII X 21 W ~J. y", = [;J e"" = Y2 Let V nx5 = , i = 1,2, Y 5xI = Y3 , e
n2 X 12 X 22 W Y4 
1 
Ys 
(3.20) 
Likelihood 
Since all Ui - N (0, cr~, we have that y - N (Vy, cr2In) from equation (3.19). Thus, 
the joint probability density function for y, given V, y, and cr2, is 
or if A = (y - Vy )' (y - Vy ) , 
(3.21) 
Now, U can be rewritten as the following: 
~) = U ""_ + U ".,\" ' 
where U,w,,.., = (::: ::; :: ~ ~) is the observed part of the design 
matrix, 
21 
d (
0 0 0 0 v). h .. f h de' an U mis sin g = IS t e ffilssmg part 0 t e SIgn matrix. o 0 0 w 0 
Substituting U into A, we obtain A = [Y - (U obs + U mis)Y Ny - (U obs + Um;s)Y ]. 
Rearranging the above product produces the following: 
(3.22) 
Also note that g(v, w) is a quadratic equation in tenus of v and w. Note that 
y. 
Umoy ~(~ 0 0 0 ~) Y2 ~(~:) and 0 0 W Y3 
Y4 
Ys 
YI 
( e., Xll X 21 W ~J Y2 ~(y,e., +x"y, + x"y , +WY'J. U misY = Y3 en, Xl2 Xn 0 ylen, +X21Y2 +X22Y3 +V'{S Y4 
Ys 
Thus, 
22 
I 
where (U )'(U ) (VY s J (VY s J ,~,~ ,~, ~ mis Y mis Y = Wy 4 Wy 4 = Y s v VY s + Y 4 W wy 4 , 
nl n2 
or (U mis Y )' (U mis Y ) = LY ; V/ + LY ; W~ . Let us define the following: 
i=1 j=1 
Thus, 
- 2(y - UobsY )'(U misY) = -2(y - UobsY ),(~y s J = 
WY4 
nl n2 
-2y sv'KI -2y 4w'K2 = -2Lkliy SVi -2Lk2jY 4W;, 
i=1 ;=1 
where kli is the ith row of K1, and kZj is the jth row of Kz• Therefore, after 
substituting the above into equation (3.22) we obtain the following: 
nl n2 nl n2 
g(v,w) = LY/v/ + LY/w~ -2Lkliys Vi -2Lk2;Y4 wJ • (3.23) 
i=1 j=1 i=1 J=I 
Priors 
Assuming that y, cr, V , and ware independent, we know that 
p(y ,cr 2, V, w) = p(y )p(cr 2 )p(V)p(w) . (3.24) 
23 
If we use non-infonnative, or vague, priors for y and 0"2, again we obtain 
1 
p(y )p(O" 2) oc -2 . 
0" 
(3.25) 
Just like section 3.1, Vi are the rows of v and Wj are the rows of W. Also, if we 
i.i.d i.i.d 2 
assume that Vi ~ N(llpO" 12) and Wj ~ N(1l2 ,0" 2 ) where Ill> 112 ,0" 12 , and 
0" ; are known, then let us define 0 = (Ill' 112 ,0" 12 ,0" ;). Therefore, 
and 
Replacing parts of equation (3.24) gives us the following: 
(. 2 ~~) 1 p\.y,O" ,v, W oc-2 
0" 
(3.26) 
J oint Posterior 
We can use Bayes' theorem to say 
p(v, w,y,O" 2Iy ,U,0) oc p(ylV, w,y,O" 2 ,U,O)p(v, w,y ,0" 210) (3.27) 
After substituting (3.23) and (3.26) into (3.27), we get the joint posterior 
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pCV', w,y,cr 2Iy,U,Q) oc 1 n exp{ - 2~ 2 (y - Uy)'(y UY)} 
(cr 2) 2 
Equation (3.28) then becomes the following: 
pCV', w,y,cr 2Iy,U,Q) OC 
(3.29) 
Now, let A = 
TIlls equation has all of the missing data that was in the joint posterior. 
Substituting 1 into (3.29) obtains the following: 
I" exp{-~[(y -UobsY )'(y - UobsY) + 1]1.. 
2 -+1 2cr ~ 
(cr )2 
Now, A can be rearranged by combining like terms. Thus, 
25 
~[(y; _1 J~2 -2(k2jY 4 ~J~.J + L...J 2 + 2 W J 2 + 2 W J • 
j=1 cr cr 2 cr cr 2 
(3.30) 
Completing the square gives us 
~ n. [<v _VO)2] "2 [Cwo _WO)2] 
A = ~ j .2 + ~ J 0 2 + constant, 
.=1 cr 1 J=1 cr 2 
[
2 )-1 
2 k2 .y 4 J.1 • 2 Y 1 
where W; = (cr 1* )(_J-
2 
- + -+J and cr 2 = -z- + -z-
cr cr z 0" 0"2 
Consequently, the joint posterior density is now 
{
I "I } { 1 n
2 
} xexp --.-2 ~(V; _v;)Z xexp --.-2 ~(Wj _W;)2 . (3.31) 
2cr 1 .=1 2cr 2 J=I 
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Conditional Posteriors 
As in the conditional posteriors portion of section 3.1, the conditional density is 
equivalent to the following: 
( ~ ~ 21 U Q) 
( I~ ~ 2 U rl)_ PY,v,w,a y, , hi h· Ii P Y V, W, a ,y, ,.l.': - J ,w C lIllp es 
914 p(y, v, w,a 2Iy,U,Q)dy 
p(y lv, w,a 2 ,y,U,Q) ex:: p(y, v, w,a 2Iy,U,Q). 
There are (nJ + n2 + 5 + 1) unknowns (t.e. Vn\xP Wn2xpY 5xpa 2). The conditional 
distributions are found just as before. Thus, the full conditional distributions are 
given below: 
The model in this section can be extended to more than one common 
continuous variable with relative ease. 
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Chapter 4 
4.1 NUMERICAL RESULTS 
In this section we present the findings of a numerical application involving data 
from the University of North Florida. The information is from 306 college 
algebra students during the fall 1997 semester. The data consist of the student's 
work load during the week (V), credit hours enrolled during current semester 
(W), computer use (X~, professor (XJ, and final grade received in the class (Y). 
There were a total of 6 college algebra instructors for the fall 1997 semester. Two 
were professors and the rest were visiting instructors. These two groups will be 
our two "scientists." Some of the data will be suppressed and can be thought of 
as the missing data. The sununary statistics are given below: 
Table 4.1 - Summary Statistics for College Algebra Data 
Variable Mean Std. Dev. Std. Error Minimum Maximum 
Professors credits 12.10 2.75 0.33 3.00 16.00 
(n1 =70) work hours 14.14 14.87 1.77 0.00 50.00 
computer 0.79 0.41 0.05 0.00 1.00 
professor 2.07 2.07 0.25 1.00 6.00 
final grade 2.17 1.16 0.14 0.00 4.00 
Visiting credits 12.27 2.53 0.16 3.00 21.00 
Instructors work hours 15.66 14.27 0.93 0.00 60.00 
(n2=236) computer 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
professor 4.09 1.11 0.07 2.00 5.00 
final grade 2.50 1.17 0.08 0.00 4.00 
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Two scientists with one common binary variable 
Consider the following data: student's work load during the week (V), credit 
hours enrolled during current semester (W), computer use (X), and final grade 
received in the class (Y). The variable X is the common binary variable; either 
they used the computer or they did not. Suppose that the professors witnessed 
Wand not V. Also, suppose that the visiting instructors witnessed V and not 
W. We set the dependent variable to be Y, the final grade received in the class. 
The following model can be used: 
There were n1=70 students under the direction of professors and n2 =236 
students under the direction of visiting instructors. The regression procedure in 
SAS was used with the full data (without missing data) to calculate the least 
square estimates of the parameters. It was concluded that credit hours (V), 
hours worked per week (W), and computer usage (X) were significant factors in 
predicting the final grade in the class. The Gibbs sampler was used to estimate 
the regression coefficients with the missing data situation. The true values are 
estimated from the full data set using SAS. The results are located in the 
following table: 
Table 4.2 - Results of the Gibbs Sampler With One Common Binary Variable 
Variable Parameter "True" Value Gibbs Estimate Standard Error Within SE's 
intercept Yo 1.74 2.15 0.14 2.9 
X Y1 -0.34 -0.35 0.10 0.1 
W Y2 -0.01 -0.03 0.01 2 
V Y3 0.08 0.06 0.01 2 
2 
1.17 1.12 0.04 1.25 cr 
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The within standard errors column indicates about how many standard errors the 
Gibbs estimate is from the "true" estimate. 
Two scientists with one common binary variable and one common 
continuous variable 
Consider the again the following data: student's work load during the week (T!), 
credit hours enrolled during current semester (W), computer use (XJ, professor 
(X~, and final grade received in the class (Y). The variable Xl is the common 
binaty variable and X 2 is the common continuous variable. As before, suppose 
that the professors witnessed W and not V. Also, suppose that the visiting 
instructors witnessed V and not W. We set the dependent variable to be Y, the 
fmal grade received in the class. The following model can be used: 
(y 306XIIU, Y ,0' 2 ) = U 306x5 Y 5xl + U 306xl , where u - N (0, O'213oJ. 
There were n1=70 students under the direction of professors and n2=236 
students under the direction of visiting instructors. Once more, the regression 
procedure in SAS was used with the full data (without missing data) to calculate 
the least square estimates of the parameters. It was again concluded that credit 
hours (T!) and hours worked per week (W) were significant factors in predicting 
the final grade in the class. Once again, the Gibbs sampler was used to estimate 
the regression coefficients with the missing data situation. The true values are 
estimates from the full data set using SAS. The results are located in the 
following table: 
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Table 4.3 - Results of the Gibbs Sampler With One Common Binary 
Variabie and One Common Continuous Variabie 
Variable Parameter "True" Value Gibbs Estimate Standard Error Within SE's 
intercept Yo 1.80 2.07 0.13 2.1 
X1 YI -0.38 -0.33 0.10 0.5 
X2 Y2 -0.01 0.00 0.01 
W Y3 -0.01 -0.01 0.02 
V Y4 0.08 0.04 0.01 
2 
1.17 1.13 0.04 cr 
An IBM compatible PC was used to telnet to NERDC (Northeast Regional Data 
Center) in order to compile and run the FORTRAN Gibb Sampler program 
calling subroutines from IMSL (International Mathematical & Statistical Library"). 
One simulation took approximately 115 minutes in CPU time. 
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0 
4 
4.1 CONCLUSION 
When combining several studies for a meta-analysis, the obstacle of missing data 
frequently arises. The Bayesian approach to meta-analysis regards these missing 
data as additional parameters that need to be estimated. For the College Algebra 
data, there were 312 (1+5+70+236) parameters that needed to be approximated. 
The Gibbs sampler estimated jointly the missing data and parameters with 
relative ease. After using the Gibbs sampler with the College Algebra data, all but 
one of the estimates obtained were at most three standard errors away from the 
true value of the parameter. 
In this thesis, vague priors were used for y and (j 2. It would be interesting to 
research the use of informative priors for these two parameters. It would be of 
interest as well to apply this Bayesian approach of Meta-analysis to multivariate 
observations. 
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APPENDIX 
FORTRAN PROGRAM FOR THE GIBBS SAMPLER 
program gibb 
integer nca,nra,ncc,nrc,zz,mm,ml, 
& ncy,nry,i,kout,ncg,ncd,nrg,nrd, 
& ncf,nrf,n,k,n 1 ,n2,nout,ns,ldp,ldpsig,np,irank,ldt, 
& Idtsig,nt,l,lirn ,z,ll, 
& iseed,ldr,nr,lirnit 
parameter (nca=5,nra=306,ng=l, 
& k=5,ncy=1,nry=306,ncg=1,ns=1,nu=1, 
& ncd= 1 ,nrg=5,nrd=306,ncf= 1 ,nrf=306,nout= 16,nt=70,ldt=70, 
& ncc=1,nrc=5,nr=5,ldrsig=5,1dr=5,np=236,ldp=236,ldpsig=236,n1=70, 
& n=306,1=70,1l=236,n2=236,ldtsig=70) 
real a( nra,nca), b( nca,nca), binv( nca,nca ),alpha,j ,gm( nrg), 
& y( nry ,ncy ),g( nrg,ncg), d( nrd,ncd),f( nrf,ncf), beta, idv( n I,n I ), 
& e(ncf,ncf),yl (n1 ),y2(n2),x(n),m1 (nl ),rn2(n2),k1 (nl ),k2(n2), 
& xxx 1 (n1 ),xxx2(n2),en 1 (nl ),en2(n2), w(n1 ),tsig(n2,n2),sinv,g4(ng), 
& v(n2),gee I (n 1 ),gee2(n2),xxx I g2(nl ),xxx2g2(n2), wgg4(n1), vgg5(n2), 
& vcov(nl ,nl), wcov(n2,n2),p(ldp,ldp ),psig(1dp,ldp ),g3(ng),g5(ng), 
& tolg(nrg), tolv(n2), tolw(n I ),s I ,s2,mul ,mu2,s,sstar1 ,sstar2, 
& vstar( n2), wstar( n 1 ), to Is,cov( nrg,nrg),sum,ave, u( nu), bu,au, 
& r(nr,ldr),rsig(1dr,ldr),oIdg(nrg),olds,oldv(n2), 
& oldw(nl),c(nrc,ncc),q(nrc,ncc),idw(n2,n2),t(nt,ldt),tol,o, 
& vtilde(n1),wtilde(n2),ww(n),vv(n),temp1,temp2, 
& aa(n),pp(n),ss(n),ppp I (nl ),ppp2(n2),p 193(nl ),p2g3(n2) 
external wrrm,mrrrr,mxtxf,mxtyf,linrg,chfac,mmvn,rnset, 
& rngan,sscal,sswap,umach,rnun,sadd 
iseed=O 
call rnset(iseed) 
tol = 0.001 
do 500 i= I, n1 
do 510 j=1,n1 
if (i.eq.j) then 
idv(i,j)=1.0 
else 
idv(i,j)=O.O 
end if 
en1(i)=1.0 
510 continue 
500 continue 
do 520 i= 1, n2 
do 530 j=1,n2 
if (i.eq.j) then 
idw(i,j)=1.0 
else 
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idw(i,j)=O.O 
end if 
en2(i)=1.0 
530 continue 
520 continue 
do 540 i=l,n 
read (11,999) ww(i),vv( i),aa( i),ss(i),y( i, 1 ),x(i),pp( i) 
999 format (f8.0,f9.0,2f9.0,f9.0,2f9.0) 
540 continue 
****** 
do 550 i=l,nl 
vtilde(i)=O.O 
w(i)=vv(i) 
yl(i)=y(i,l) 
xxx 1 (i)=x(i) 
pppl(i)=pp(i) 
550 continue 
do 560 i=l,n2 
wtilde( i)=O. 0 
templ=i+nl 
v( i)=ww( temp 1 ) 
y2(i)=y(templ,l) 
xxx2( i)=x( temp 1 ) 
ppp2( i)=pp( temp 1 ) 
560 continue 
s1=14.39*14.39 
s2=2.58*2.58 
mu1=15.3 
mu2=12.232 
0=2.7726 
ave=O.O 
sum=O.O 
limit=100 
au=-16 
bu=l6 
initial guess for sigma squared 
do 300 lim=I,100 
ave=O.O 
sum=O.O 
zz=1 
do 400 mm=l,n 
a(mm, 1 )=1.0 
a(mm,2)=x(mm) 
a(mm,3)=pp(mm) 
if (mm.gt.nl) then 
a(mm,5)=v(mm-nl ) 
a(mm,4)=O.0 
else 
end if 
a(mm,4 )=w(mm) 
a(mm,5)=O.0 
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400 continue 
do 310 z=I,limit 
do 410 ml=l,n 
a(ml,l)=l.O 
a(ml,2)=x(ml) 
if (ml.1e.nl) then 
a(ml,3)=pp(ml) 
a(ml,4)=w(ml) 
a(ml,5)=vtilde(ml) 
else 
end if 
a(ml,4)=wtilde(ml-nl ) 
a(ml,5)=v(ml-nl ) 
410 continue 
if(z .eq.l) then 
else 
end if 
call rnun(mg,gm) 
call sscal(mg,bu-au,gm,l) 
call sadd(mg,au,gm,l) 
g(1,I)=gm(l) 
g(2, 1 )=gm(2) 
g(3, 1 )=gm(3) 
g(4,1)=gm(4) 
g(5,1)=gm(5) 
call mun(nu,u) 
do 20 j=I,16,.001 
ave=(l/j+ l/(j+.OOl))/o 
sum=sum+ave 
if (sum.gt.u(nu)) then 
s=j+.0005 
zz=2 
else 
end if 
goto 30 
20 continue 
****** u'u 
30 call rnxtxf (ma,nca,a,ma,nca,b,nca) 
****** (u'u)"-1 
call1img (nca,b,nca,binv,nca) 
****** u'y 
****** 
& 
160 
150 
call rnxtyf (ma,nca,a,ma,my,ncy,y,my ,mc,ncc,c,mc) 
(u'u)"-1 * u'y 
call mrrrr (nca,nca,binv,nca,mc,ncc,c,mc, 
mc,ncc,q,mc) 
do 150 i=l,nrg 
do 160 j=l,mg 
cov( i,j)=binv( i,j) *s 
continue 
continue 
if (z .ne.l) then 
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170 
175 
****** 
****** 
100 
****** 
110 
115 
140 
else 
end if 
u*gamma 
call umach(2,nout) 
call chfac(k,cov ,mg,.OOOO 1 ,irank,rsig,ldrsig) 
call rnmvn (m,k,rsig,ldrsig,r,ldr) 
do 170 i=1,mg 
oldg( i)=g( i, 1) 
continue 
do 175 i=l,mg 
g( i, 1 )=r( 1 ,i)+q( i, 1) 
continue 
call mrrrr (ma,nca,a,ma,mg,ncg,g,mg,md,ncd,d,md) 
y-u*gamma 
do 100 i=1,n 
f(i, 1 )=y(i, 1 )-d(i, 1) 
continue 
(y-u*gamma)'(y-u*gamma) 
call mxtxf (mf,ncf,f,mf,ncf,e,ncf) 
if(z .ne.1) then 
else 
end if 
alpha=n/2 
beta=2/e(ncf,ncf) 
call mgam (ns,a1pha,sinv) 
call sscal(ns,beta,sinv,l) 
olds=s 
s=lIsinv 
do 110 i=1,n1 
continue 
gee 1 (i)=g(l, 1 )*enl(i) 
xxx1g2(i)=g(2, 1 )*xxx1(i) 
wgg4(i)=g( 4,1 )*w(i) 
p1g3(i)=g(3,1)*ppp1(i) 
m1 (i)=gee 1 (i)+xxx Ig2( i)+wgg4( i)+P 1 g3(i) 
kl(i)=yl(i)-ml(i) 
do 115 i=1,n2 
continue 
gee2(i)=g(1, 1 )*en2(i) 
xxx2g2( i)=g(2, 1) *xxx2( i) 
vgg5(i)=g(5, 1 )*v(i) 
p2g3(i)=g(3, 1 )*ppp2(i) 
rn2( i)=gee2( i)+xxx2g2( i)+vgg5( i)+P2g3( i) 
k2(i)=y2(i)-rn2(i) 
sstarl =1I«g(5, 1 )**2)/s+ lis 1) 
sstar2=1I«g( 4,1 )**2)/s+ lIs2) 
do 140 i=1 ,nl 
vstar(i)=sstarl *(k 1 (i)*g( 5,1 )/s+mu 1/s 1) 
continue 
do 145 i=1,n2 
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wstar(i)=sstar2*(k2(i)*g( 4,1 )/s+mu2/s2) 
145 continue 
do 180 i=l,nl 
do 190 j=l,nl 
vcov(iJ)=sstarl *idv(i,j) 
190 continue 
180 continue 
do 185 i=l,n2 
do 195 j=l,02 
wcov( i,j)=sstar2 *idw( i,j) 
195 continue 
185 continue 
call umach(2,nout) 
call chfac(l,vcov,nl,.OOOl,irank,tsig,ldtsig) 
call mmvn(nt,l,tsig,ldtsig,t,ldt) 
do 200 i=l,nl 
oldv(i)=vtilde(i) 
vtilde( i)=t( nt,i )+vstar( i) 
200 continue 
call umach(2,nout) 
call chfac(ll, wcov ,02,.0001 ,irank,psig,ldpsig) 
call mmvn(np,ll,psig,ldpsig,p,ldp) 
do 210 i=1,n2 
oldw( i)=wtilde( i) 
wtilde(i)=p(np,i)+wstar(i) 
210 continue 
do 220 i=l,nrg 
220 tolg(i)=abs( oldg( i)-g( i, 1» 
tols=abs( olds-s) 
if « (tolg( 1 ).1t. tol).and.( tolg(2).1t. tol).and.( tolg(3 ).1t. 
& tol).and.( tolg( 4).1t. tol).and.( tolg( 5).1t. tol).and.( tols.1t. tol 
& ).and.(z.ne.1 )).or. (z.eq.lirnit) goto 320 
310 continue 
320 sums=sums+s 
sumgl =sumgl +g(l, 1) 
sumg2=sumg2+g(2, 1) 
sumg3=sumg3+g(3,1) 
sumg4=sumg4+g( 4,1) 
sumg5=sumg5+g( 5,1) 
300 continue 
print *, 'gamma 1 ',sumgl/lOO 
print *, 'gamma2 = ',sumg2/100 
print *, 'gamma3 ',sumg31100 
print *, 'gamma4 ',sumg4/100 
print *, 'gammaS = ',sumg5/100 
print *, 'sigma"2 =', sums/IOO 
end 
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